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Altra Shutters allow for you to control light and privacy by tilting the adjustable slats. The Altra Aluminium Shutter is 
designed to simulate the appearance and clean lines of a timber shutter while delivering all the strength and benefits of 
an aluminium shutter. The Altra Shutter’s aluminium construction provides key benefits in terms of weight, durability and 
allowing for the manufacture of wide panels.

Three frame options available, a L 
frame (for inside the reveal), a L Frame 

for Face Fix applications and a Z 
Frame for wrapping around the reveal. 

A T Post is also available.

Altra Shutters are water resistant and 
can be used externally. Stainless steel 

or aluminium parts and fittings have 
been used.

Altra Shutters are made from aluminium 
material and are easy to wipe and 

clean.

Altra Shutters are made from impact 
resistance aluminium. Unlike wood 

and PVC shutters they will stand up to 
knocks and bumps without showing 

the impact.

Altra Shutters are supplied with a 
3-Year Warranty.

Altra Shutters can be fitted with a lock 
as an option.

Altra Shutters are made in South Africa 
using imported materials and support 
the local economy. They are available 
on quicker turnaround times than fully 

imported products.

Altra Shutters aluminium construction 
allows us to make wider panels than 
wood or PVC shutters. Panels can be 
made up to 1100mm wide for Hinged, 
600mm wide for Double Hinged and 

750mm wide for Altra Fold.
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ALTRA HINGED SHUTTER

Altra Hinged Shutters available in one, two, three and four panel configurations 
will be the focal point of your room. The Aluminium material is durable and easy to 
clean and is beautifully finished to simulate the elegance of a traditional shutter.

ALTRA DOUBLE HINGED SHUTTER

Altra Double Hinged Shutters features a hinged shutter in the traditional fold 
away style of a shutter. Altra Double Hinged Shutters will have either two panels 
(both folding to the left or right) or four panels two folding left and two folding 
right, or six panel configurations.

ALTRA FOLD SHUTTER

Altra Fold Shutters consist of panels that are connected to each other and fold 
to the side. The Shutters fold away on a top and bottom track. Panels can be 
configured to stack to the left or right or be split.

ALTRA FIXED PANEL SHUTTER

The Altra Fixed panel is a static panel that cannot be opened or folded away. 
The Blades still tilt to open for views or privacy but the frames stay in place.
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ALTRA HINGED SHUTTER

ALTRA HINGED SHUTTER FRAME OPTIONS

The Altra Shutter is available with both a L Frame and a Z Frame, The Z frame 
overlaps the reveal and is great for concealing uneven window reveals. You can 
combine the Z and L Frame on one shutter. For example, you could do Z Frame 
Top, Left and Right with a L Frame on the bottom. 

T - PostZ - Frame L - Frame L-Frame Face
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ALTRA HINGED SHUTTER

Altra Hinged Shutters available in one, two and three panel configurations will be the focal point of your room. The 
Aluminium material is durable and easy to clean and is beautifully finished to simulate the elegance of traditional timber 
shutter. The Altra Shutter also provides great practicality with good control over light and privacy.

ALTRA DOUBLE HINGED SHUTTER

Altra Double Hinged Shutters features a hinged shutter in the traditional hold away style of a shutter. The Shutters will have 
either 2 Panels (both folding to the left or right) or 4 Panels 2 folding left and 2 folding right, or six panel configurations. 
The advantage of the Double Hinged Shutter is a distinct traditional look, the Double Hinged Shutter also makes better 
use of the interior space when opening and is easier to accommodate obstructions in the room. The Aluminium material is 
durable and easy to clean and is beautifully finished to simulate the elegance of traditional timber shutter. The Altra Shutter 
also provides great practicality with good control over light and privacy.

1 Panel Hinged

2 Panel Double Hinged

4 Panel Hinged

2 Panel Hinged

4 Panel Double Hinged

3 Panel Hinged / Double Hinged

3 Panel Hinged

6 Panel Double Hinged
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ALTRA FOLD SHUTTER

ALUMINIUM CROSS SECTIONS

Top Track Recessed Bottom TrackWalk Over Bottom Track Side Liner
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ALTRA FOLD SHUTTER

Altra Fold Shutters consist of panels that are connected to each other and fold to the side. The Shutters fold away on a 
top and bottom track. Panels can be configured to stack to the left or right or be split. The Altra Fold is suitable for wider 
windows or openings, the Altra Fold can also be used externally or on a patio. The Shutter is a fantastic product to provide 
privacy, light control and a distinct fashionable look for wide openings and windows. The Aluminium material is durable 
and easy to clean and is beautifully finished to simulate the elegance of traditional timber shutter. The Altra Shutter also 
provides great practicality with good control over light and privacy.

ALTRA FIXED PANEL SHUTTER

The Altra Fixed panel is a static panel that cannot be opened or folded away. The Blades still tilt to open for views or 
privacy but the frames stay in place.

2 Panel Fold

6 Panel Fold

3 Fixed Panels

7 Panel Fold 8 Panel Fold

3 Panel Fold 4 Panel Fold 5 Panel Fold




